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GlobalReach.org Progress Report
Global University’s
archives contain evangelism
and discipleship materials in
131 languages! This is a
tremendous resource that
can be used to reach people
for Jesus via the Internet!
Most of these materials are still on paper.
This has made it very difficult to place them on
the Internet, or even to make copies to send
overseas.
God began to speak to us about this
problem and what we could do about it. Then
He began speaking to others and placed them
here at Global University!
Several months later, with Boys & Girls
Missionary Crusade and Speed-the-Light
Funds, we purchased a high-speed scanning
system that can process over 1,000 pages per
day. In addition, this system can recognize 62

of these languages and make documents
that can be printed out or placed on to
GlobalReach.org!
Meanwhile, we have also been working with
GlobalReach.org to update its technologies
to display these languages. One of the new
features will be the ability to browse in one
language and download materials from another
language! This will help those
who have a friend who reads
another language that they
themselves don’t read.*
Our archives contain over
263,000 pages that will be
scanned! This is a huge task! But one that is
needed to be able to reach our world for Jesus.
Please pray for us and the team as we tackle
this huge project!
*Please note that we have not placed multi-lingual features
online yet. Look for them soon!
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If you would like to help
Global University with
Praise the Lord for $75.00 per month of new support since last time!
placing these courses
Praise God for providing the equipment to complete our scanning system online, please send your
offering to AGWM, 1445
and for the upgrades to GlobalReach.org.
Boonville, Springfield,
Pray for Phillip and Stephen as they start a new year of school for God’s MO 65802. Please note
blessing on their education and relationships.
your gift with Project #
Pray for the Scanning and Internet teams as they begin the tremendous 11024: Globalreach.org
Languages Project.
task of scanning the evangelism and discipleship materials in multiple
languages.

Phillip, Stephen, and Hope’s Corner

WOW!!! It’s amazing how fast time flies.
Not only am I talking about summer but
everything altogether. We recently
celebrated our second year of having
Hope. We also went up to St. Louis to
reunite with our adoption group and their
kids. It was fun!!! Well we started school
again I’m starting my Freshman year at
Parkview and Stephen is starting his 4th
grade year at Jeffries. Hope is not quite old
enough to start school yet. For mom’s sake
that’s a good thing. I also have
started a Christian band called
Amethyst and I have been
working like crazy to write
music.
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